NATIONAL YOUTH COMMISSION BAGS AWARD
Sierra Leone Development Awards in December 2018 awarded the National Youth
Commission as ‘Outstanding Public Institution of the Year’ at Golden Tulip in Freetown.
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Commissioner of NAYCOM Ngolo Katta dedicated the award to the young people of Sierra

www.nationalyouthcommission.sl

Leone. He further said “this award has inspired us to work relentlessly for our young people
who form about 42% of the country’s population.”
Mr. Katta said the commission’s key objective is to promote youth potentials, creativity and
skills for national development. He added that the commission will be more strategic in its youth
empowerment drive in 2019.

NAYCOM ends strategic planning retreat, gears up for 2019

T

he Ministry of Youth Affairs and the

National Youth Commission folded its
activities for 2018 with a two-day

retreat to plan for the coming year.
The retreat, held in Bo in December, drew on
existing instruments - such as the National
Youth Policy, the NAYCOM Strategic Plan and
the proposed Youth Development Plan—to
come up with a clear strategy that would inform
NAYCOM’s and the youth ministry’s plans for
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Round Table Sector Meeting

the coming year.
The retreat was part of NAYCOM and the
Ministry of Youth’s approach to addressing
issues affecting the youth sector and young
people.
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Providing much-needed wheels

Innovation and Technology
The digital divide between young people on the
African continent and their counterparts in
developed countries remains wide. While access,
affordability and infrastructure continue to hamper
young people in Africa from fully realizing their
potentials in digital innovation and technology
generally, our young people have been making
serious strides to not only catch up, but also work
within the limited space to transform interesting

Millicent Kargbo
Communications Officer NAYCOM

ideas into tangible digital solutions.

not only governance, but the creative and

Here at home, young people from around the

innovation sphere generally, the leadership of the

country are taking keen interest in information

National Youth Commission remains committed

technology, overcoming challenges and venturing

working with the rest of Government and partners

into the digital space with innovative solutions—

to deliver its mandate for the young people of

from renewable energy to robotics and other forms

Sierra Leone. The young people—considered to be

of engineering. Whether it is a young girl trying to

the ‘digital citizens’ are fully onboard digital

help solve the chronic problem of electricity

innovation and transformation efforts. That about

T

Hilux vehicle to support the work of the National

mentioned would give GIZ a framework that would

shortage in rural communities, or a young man

80% of the youth are involved in some sort of

Youth Commission.

allow it to focus on three operational districts with a

making use of trash to feed their imagination, our

technological engagement and innovation efforts, is

This comes at a time when the Commission’s work

scale-up to be replicated in other districts.

youth seem to have accepted the challenge.

an indication of the youth readiness. The number of

is seriously constrained by a depleted fleet.

Handing over the vehicle, he said “this would support

The youth energy around innovation in science and

youth with qualifications in ICT is growing; many

Speaking during the donation, NAYCOM

your work and open more opportunities for

technology, entrepreneurship and the arts is

have chosen technology-related pathways as for a

Commissioner, Ngolo Katta said he was delighted

collaboration.”

growing every day. And that energy needs to be

career; and others have just learnt fast and

to receive the vehicle, whilst thanking GIZ for their

He introduced Estima Grabenbauer as the new EPP

met with a reasonable, if not marching level of state

familiarized themselves with the latest trends.

continued support to the Commission and young

Development Advisor that would be embedded in the

and donor support.

Social media has been the domain of youths. Most

people through their programmes around the

Commission.

President Julius Maada Bio has taken the step of

interestingly, even those without formal education

country over the years.

setting up a directorate of science and technology,

can conveniently use social media platforms to

He appealed to GIZ to extend their programmes to

headed by Chief Innovation Officer in the person of

connect with other young people around the world.

other districts as he noted that “youth issues need

Dr. David Sengeh—one of Africa’s bright young

Some have even found themselves employment in

systemic and strategic planning.”

minds and rising stars in this field. The President

the informal sector through their basic knowledge

Mr. Katta said the Commission had prioritized

believes that this new directorate would lead the

of mobile phone applications. It is now our

technical and vocation education and training,

development of “a framework for scientific

challenge to create more opportunities that would

employment, capacity building of NAYCOM’s staff,

research”. While the young people look to see how

allow young people to turn their interest in and

among others. Jacques P. Sam, Head of Private

this promotion of a fellow youth would affect not

appetite for all things techy into assets that help

Development EPP, said they would work towards

solve local and national problems.

achieving the Commission’s objectives,

Jacques P. Sam (GIZ) and Ngolo Katta (NAYCOM)
he German Development Cooperation

and added that capacity building of NAYCOM’s staff

(GIZ), through its Employment Promotion

would be given due attention. Mr. Sam said the

Programme (EPP) has donated a new

strategic plan which the Commissioner has

Vehicle Donated to NAYCOM
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Ministry of Youth Affairs and partners commemorate

from front page

African Youth Day
Young people in Kabala, Koinadugu District on 1st November, 2018, hosted stakeholders in the Youth
Sector to commemorate the African Youth Day, at the District Youth Centre, Kabala.
This year’s event was climaxed by
a debate competition between
senior secondary school pupils in
Kabala. The three round debate
session coined topics from the
theme. James Fortune of the
National Literary and Debate
Association said, the debate
competition was to build the pupils’
abilities of reasoning and public
speech. He encouraged them to
keep the skills alive and practice
more so they can compete with

Group participation

other districts.
Ansu Kandeh receiving his award for Best Debater

Group Participation
Speaking at the opening of ceremony, Youth

meeting will add to a research work the

Minister, Mohamed Orman Bangura said youth

Commission will undertake to develop its new

unemployment has led to increased dependency,

Strategic Plan for 2019-2023.

high poverty levels and insecurity.
“A sizeable number of young people are
unemployed or underemployed and are in the
swelling ranks of the working poor,” he said.
NAYCOM Commissioner, Ngolo Katta said the
retreat was an important part of the Commission’s

The theme for this year’ celebration was “Raising

Best Debater was awarded to Ansu Kandeh, head

Youth Voices Against Corruption”.

boy of the Kabala Secondary School (KSS).

A representative from the Anti-Corruption

Cash prizes, certificate of participation and

Commission, Abubakar Kamara, said if the country is

plaques were awarded to the pupils.

to, effectively fight corruption young people should

Africa Youth Day is a day set aside every year to

play a leading role. He said there is increase in

promote the increased recognition of youth as key

corruption because “people no longer live within their

agents for social change, economic growth and

means.” Addressing the young people, Minister of

sustainable development in all areas of African

Youth Affairs, Mohamed Orman Bangura

Society.

encouraged them to take positive actions to create

efforts of building synergy around the response to

the necessary— awareness, prevention, report,

youth issues and for youth development generally.

expose and join forces to fiercely fight corruption. He

He said the Commission would develop

added that “young people bear the brunt of the effect

programmes in agriculture, health education,

of corruption and must remain resilient and

entrepreneurship, skills development and training,

committed to resist and win the war against

volunteerism; and support youth innovation. The

corruption.”

outcomes of the retreat and round table

Participants

Commissioner and Winning Team
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New Career Advisory and Placement Services Centers Launched
their campus.
“If we do not treat it [the CAPs] well, our young
increase young people’s chances of employment.

people would go into the world of work so blind”,

Skills, he said would not only help young people

He said.
He added that “most people enter university

develop themselves, but also help them make a

with little or no knowledge of what they want to

meaningful contribution to their communities.

do in the future”.

Mr. Katta warned the young people against drug

UNDP Youth Employment and Empowerment

abuse and violence, which he said were serious

Specialist, Ann-Marie Bassie, said CAPs

challenges that set the youth back.

provided comprehensive services for enhancing

He assured the young people of the
Commission’s support especially to young women
whom he said, were vital to the development of
the community. He said young women will be at
Deputy Commissioner - Emerson Kamara

T

the center of youth initiatives implemented by the

he Commissioners of the National Youth

Commission. Deputy Commissioner, Emerson

Commission (NAYCOM), Ngolo Katta and

Kamara as part of the tour officially commissioned

Emerson Kamara in November met with young

a community tap built by young people at Savage

people in Krojimmy, Moa Wharf and Magazine Cut

Square, Fourah Bay community.

CAPS Team

The National Youth Commission (NAYCOM) has

She added that the centres “provide valuable

Makeni and Kenema.
The Eastern Polytechnic in Kenema and Ernest Bai
Koroma University in Makeni are now hosts to career
advisory centres funded by the UN Development
Programme, UNDP.

The meeting was part of a routine visit to young

There are now five centres at various college and

people in ghetto communities and other places

university campuses around the country.

where they hangout.

CAPS Eastern Polytechnic in Kenema and the Ernest

From the discussions held, youth unemployment

Bai Koroma University of Science and Technology in

came out as a major challenge facing young people

Makeni were commissioned as part of five CAPs center

in the three communities.

already established in major learning institution in the

Youth unemployment is a national problem which

country. NAYCOM boss, Ngolo Katta said the Centres

successive governments have been grappling with.

were initiated in 2014 to help students chart their career

said the problem of unemployment is worsened by

students.

commissioned Career Advisory and Placement Services skills for employment and matching jobseeker
(CAPs) Centers at two tertiary education institutions in
skills to employer needs.

communities in the east end of Freetown.

Speaking on behalf of the youth, Mohamed Gassim

and increasing employment opportunities for

Prof. Edwin Momoh EBK University

pathways while at tertiary institutions.
Moa Wharf Community

“We want to nurture university students and prepare

the lack of skills among young people.

them. So, the CAPs are a standard practice that would

He said they were looking forward to benefitting from

help enhance youth employability, he said at the launch

programmes initiated by the government and its

in Makeni.

partners.

The Vice Chancellor of EBK University of Science and

Responding to the youth’s concerns, Commissioner

Technology, Prof. Edwin Momoh committed to ensuring

Ngolo Katta said having the right skills would

that the Centre is “institutionalized and sustained” on
Magazine Community

Students of Eastern Polytechnic
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Hawa Yokie: making her mark in technology and innovation

Morgan: from unskilled & unemployed ghetto youth to welder and craftsman

Growing up in Kenema, eastern Sierra Leone,

Morgan now considers himself as an

19-year-old Hawa Yokie saw how poverty, lack of

ambassador for change.
“From life in the ‘ghetto’ with drugs, alcohol and
violence, to one of hope for a brighter future, he
said.

from realizing their full potentials. A good number of
teenage girls—some of them friends of Hawa
dropped out of school either because of poverty or

Morgan spent nine months at the Murialdo

pregnancy.

Technical Training Institute in the east of

Instead of succumbing to the challenges of

Freetown. He acquired skills in welding and

impoverishment and other social issues that affected

fabrication which allows him to make use of

young girls in her community, Hawa started thinking

scrap metals to create useful things such as

of what she could do to contribute to helping young

wheelbarrows, doors, iron, among others.
Moses Morgan35 spent most of his time at Black

Morgan works at a metal workshop at Brookfields

Street—a notorious base for unemployed youth, often

in Freetown. His dream is to raise funds and start

engaged in antisocial activities, theft and sometimes

up his own business which he believes would

violence.

allow him to scale up and realise more from his

This was where Morgan ran a small business which

work.

girls get education and actualize their full potentials.
As Hawa kept dreaming and thinking of what to do,
“it all seemed impossible at the time”, she says in an
interview.

Hawa started thinking of how she could use new
ideas to solve everyday problems that affected girls

sold alcohol and other drugs to other young people

particularly. In 2014, Hawa’s dream moved a step

who hang around the area. He is, in fact, one time

towards realization when she met Mustapha Lolleh

‘Chairman’ of Black Street Youth.

(also known as Master Sabi) who was running Light

In 2016, Morgan and nine other young people, drawn

Salone. Things started getting exciting with the Light

mainly from ‘ghettos’ and underprivileged

Salone team when they started a new solar-wind

communities, were given technical training by the

energy project.

National Youth Commission, NAYCOM.

SoWind, as the project came to be known, sought to

The project was sponsored by the UN’s population

provide electricity for households in low-income and

fund, UNFPA.

rural communities.

Morgan and the other trainees completed a

Hawa and the team at Light Salone used recycled

programme in welding and fabrication, electrical

material and trash to create the SoWind technology

installation, masonry and auto mechanic.
Morgan does not see his story as empowered through

opportunities and teenage pregnancy held girls back

He

is

skills only. He believes that he can be useful again
and make a positive impact on society. “It’s a great

looking up to donations and other forms of

transformation of mindset and with the skills that I

support that would help him realise the dream of

have acquired I feel like a positive figure now in

starting his own workshop.

society’’ he said.

By: Maama Konima Soloku
Intern

that combines solar and wind energy to generate
electricity. “We used old PVC pipes, car alternators
and other recycled material to generate electricity for
up to 50 households with efficient energy in Serabu,
southern Sierra Leone” she says.

Hawa Yokie doing installation at the top of a roof

Because there was still a massive energy gap
despite their intervention, Hawa worked with Light
Salone to invent a solar book—a notebook with a
bulb and small solar panel.

“Rural communities have limited or no electricity
supply and we were looking for ways to help young
people focus on their studies”, Hawa says.
Hawa’s goal is to contribute to helping Sierra
Leone clean energy that provides 24-hour
electricity for low income homes.
“I want to see a Sierra Leone that can produce and
export goods and services in a sustainable way
that doesn’t destroy the country”.

She wants “government to create a platform for
youth in innovation; provide grant and investment
plan for youths wherein they can pitch their ideas
and people can sponsor them.
Hawa Yokie is the recipient of 19 awards, the most
recent being the 2018 National Youth Award. She
also runs a scholarship foundation that mentors
young, underprivileged girls
By: Maama Konima Soloku

Intern
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He said “if we don’t take youth issues
seriously it will become a security threat
and further undermine the development
process of the country.”
Abdul M. Fatorma of Campaign for
Human Right and Development

Participants at the Round Table Meeting
In November, the National Youth Commission (NAYCOM) held
a round table discussion with stakeholders and experts in youth

development. The meeting was held at the Commission’s
conference room in Freetown.
The event was one of the new leadership’s engagements with
partners and stakeholders to fully understand the complex
challenges facing the youth sector and young people generally.
Ngolo Katta, Commissioner of National Youth Commission,
said, the meeting was called to have frank and honest
discussion on youth issues in the country. He added that, the
sector now has a new trajectory to build holistic engagements

As 551 graduate from
Obasanjo Youth Centre,
Gov’t to prioritise
Tech-Voc

International (CHRDI) said the sector

The Minister of Higher and Technical Education,

should think about positive

Professor Aiah Gbakima says his ministry will pay

development programmes for young

special attention to technical and vocational

people that could change their lives, as

education, which he describes as vital to the

well as “set up a framework of equal

country’s development efforts.

opportunity for all young people.”

Professor Gbakima was speaking at the graduation

“We are tired of politicians or political

ceremony of 551 students from the Obasanjo

appointees scaring us with the

Centre that is run by the National Youth

challenges of youth, we have to wake

Commission at Newton village near Waterloo.

up and do something tangible”, he said.

“TVET is globally recognized as a programme that

The experts recommended that the

positively impacts on the economy of any country

Commission should have a policy that

and spurs economic development,” he said, as he

is informed by national research; focus

delivered the keynote address at the ceremony.

on entrepreneurship and skills

Prof. Gbakima said his ministry was also on the

development; depoliticize the youth

verge of developing policies and reviewing laws to

sector; mainstream youth issues;

ensure that higher education provide quality

ratification and domestication of

outputs and outcomes for the labor market.

International Conventions on youth;

NAYCOM Commissioner, Ngolo Katta said tackling

among others.

youth unemployment in the country required a lot
of training that would increase opportunities for

with partners and that begins with “this all important meeting.”

jobs, as well as building the country’s middle-level

Mr. Katta said, the meeting was “to discuss the seriousness of

human resource base.

the youth situation in our country” as that is “the only way we

Mr. Katta said technical and vocational training

are going to start moving the youth problems in a more

would be a fundamental part of the Commission’s

constructive way to resolve them.”

efforts in closing the skills gap and tackling youth

He encouraged the participants to be active, sincere and open.

unemployment.

LuseniKallon, Deputy Minister of Youth in his statement, said,

The Obasanjo Centre has produced five batches of

the importance of the meeting could not be over-

graduates since its establishment. The training

emphasized,“as 42% of the population are youth and this

centre offers young people an opportunity to

requires urgent attention”.

Group Work

Commissioner Ngolo Katta & Prof. Aiah A. Gbakima,
Minister of Technical and Higher Education

Deputy Commissioner Emerson Kamara distributing certificate

acquire training in social work, community
development, public health and entrepreneurship,
among others. The centre, which enjoys the
continued support of the UN Development
Programme, UNDP has turned over more than
3,500 young people, some of whom have either
been employed or have started their own

businesses.
UNDP boss in Sierra Leone, Dr Samuel Deo said
he was impressed with the gains the Centre has
made over the years. He encouraged the young
graduates to join others in leading the country’s
development efforts.
Dr. Deo said while the country did not lack
industrious youth, there was need to create the
enabling environment that would help them unearth

their potentials

